PROFESSOR MARCEL DRAGOS STOICA
AT 75th ANNIVERSARY

Professor Marcel Dragos Stoica has graduated the Faculty of Civil Buildings, Bucharest, in 1956 and the Techno-Economics Faculty, Technical University Bucharest in 1966. After 13 years of practical and research activity in the construction domain, he has joined to the staff of the Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies in 1969, starting a very rich activity both in teaching and in scientific research in many fields like economics computing, economic processes simulating, operational research, marketing, fuzzy systems, building project management, building management, cybernetics systems.

He holds a PhD diploma in Economics, Economic Cybernetics specialty from 1975. Currently he is Consulting Professor and a PhD coordinator within the Academy of Economic Studies. He is the author of 14 books, more than 15 monographs and syntheses, over 30 journal articles and more than 45 conferences in Romania and abroad. For his laborious research and teaching activities Prof Stoica has received numerous diplomas. For his entire activity, the National University Research Council granted him in 2005 with the national diploma, Opera Omnia. In 1998 he was nominated Man of the Year 1998 (ABI), 20th Century Award for Achievement (IBC, Cambridge). Prof Stoica is corresponding member of The Romanian – American Academy.

He has, also, received multiple grants for research, documentation and exchange of experience. Professor Stoica is a distinguished member of the scientific board for the magazines and journals like:

- Fuzzy Economic Review
- Economic Computation and Economic Cybernetics Studies and Research
- Romanian Review of Informatics and Automatics

In the last period his work has focused on of the subtle sets theory, and its applications in many fields. In this transdisciplinary area professor Stoica is a pioneer in Romania.

The Editorial Board takes advantage of this opportunity to wish to Professor Stoica all the best, every succes and good health.

Happy Birthday, Professor!
1 Gheorghe Nosca graduated Mechanical Faculty at Military Technical Academy in 1981, and Cybernetics, Statistics and Informatics Economics Faculty at Academy of Economics Studies in 1992. He obtained his PhD degree in Economics, Cybernetics and Statistics Economics specialty in 2003. He is currently researcher at Association for Development through Science and Education. He has published (in co-operation) 3 books, 16 articles in informatics journals. He has taken part in about 20 national and international conferences and symposiums. His research interests include data quality, data quality management, software quality cost, informatics audit, and competitive intelligence.